Overtreating hypertension

Mortality from coronary artery disease may be increased if pressures are dropped too low

Doctors have long been anxious that they may do more harm than good when treating mild hypertension. Rapid reductions of blood pressure may precipitate stroke, myocardial infarction, or a deterioration in renal function;1 2 this has led to the disappearance of parenteral antihypertensive drugs except for use in patients with hypertensive encephalopathy. Some have worried that over enthusiastic treatment in elderly hypertensive patients with oral drugs might also precipitate cerebral underperfusion,3 4 and in 1979 an alarming increase in the relative risk of coronary heart disease was reported in hypertensive patients whose diastolic pressures were reduced to below 90 mm Hg.5 This paper was largely ignored.

Now the topic of the relation between blood pressure reduction and the complications of hypertension has been reactivated. Traditionally doctors have tried to lower blood pressure to as near as possible to normal, but in March 1987 Cruickshank et al argued that the relation between mortality from coronary artery disease and the blood pressure achieved after treatment was J shaped—in other words, lowering the blood pressure too far caused extra deaths.6 In this issue (p 1227) Cruickshank suggests that excess deaths occur in patients with narrowing coronary arteries. In patients with no evidence of coronary heart disease the relation between mortality and the blood pressure achieved is not J shaped.

Other groups have also reported a J shaped curve,7 8 and both the Glasgow Blood Pressure Clinic1 and the Department of Health and Social Security Hypertension Care Computing Group9 have observed it in patients with or without coronary ischaemia at presentation. This increased mortality was observed with diastolic pressures after treatment ranging from 80 mm Hg to 90 mm Hg. It is not therefore resulting from extreme blood pressure reduction. The main problem with all these retrospective studies is that the quality of the data is often poor, relying on passing, often uninterested, junior doctors. Also despite the large size of the clinics the numbers of patients with coronary heart disease who require antihypertensive treatment and who achieve “excellent” control of blood pressure are small. The confidence intervals for their relative risk of death do not exclude the possibility that good rather than harm is being done. This statistical argument may, however, be offset by the consistency of the finding and the plausibility of the possible mechanism—critical reduction of blood flow through narrow coronary arteries in patients with low diastolic blood pressures.

Another possibility is that the benefits of reducing blood pressure may be offset by a harmful effect on other risk factors for coronary heart disease. Thiazide diuretics reduce blood pressure but adversely affect serum lipid concentrations. The Glasgow group has shown, however, that its J shaped curve was independent of drug treatment, and in some trials thiazides have prevented rather than caused coronary artery disease.10 11 Some trials have specifically excluded patients with coronary heart disease, and they have not shown a J shaped curve.10 12 In the elderly, among whom undiagnosed narrowing of the coronary arteries might be common, there have been two randomised trials that did not specifically exclude patients with coronary heart disease. One did not find a J shaped curve,13 and the other did.14 The second study reported a J shaped curve irrespective of whether patients were allocated to drug treatment or to no treatment.13 This suggests that the excess deaths are not caused by the drugs.

To sustain his hypothesis that mortality is caused by pre-existing heart disease Cruickshank has to disregard the reports from Glasgow and the computing group of a J shaped curve in patients with no previous heart disease. The Glasgow group thinks that its own data give “no direct support” to the idea that harm may be caused by attaining low diastolic pressures; they point out that the relation between achieved diastolic pressure and mortality from stroke is not J shaped. By contrast the computing group suggest that large falls in diastolic pressure “should be avoided,” especially in men with a history of ischaemic heart disease. The two groups have similar results but come to opposite conclusions.

Doctors must be suspicious that they may drop blood pressure too low. Patients whose blood pressures are now “excellent” should be scrutinised carefully for heart disease. Furthermore, there is increasing evidence that when blood pressures are well controlled it may be possible to stop treatment with antihypertensive drugs without blood pressure rising.15 16 Doctors should therefore attempt to reduce or discontinue drug treatment in patients whose pressures have become normal. Patients must be watched closely, and if pressures start to rise again treatment should be restarted. Finally, everybody agrees that patients who have diastolic blood pressures of more than 90 mm Hg when they are being treated have a high mortality from coronary heart disease, and steps should thus be taken to improve control.
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Controlling the carcinoid syndrome

Simple blocking drugs, somatostatin, and then perhaps embolisation

Patients with the carcinoid syndrome experience flushing and diarrhoea and sometimes wheezing and progressive right heart failure. The symptoms are caused by the products of carcinoid tumours derived from the foregut or midgut reaching the general circulation.1 The syndrome occurs without secondary spread of the tumour (when the venous drainage from a primary carcinoid tumour directly enters the systemic circulation), but most patients have hepatic metastases. Patients with secondary carcinoid deposits survive, however, much longer than patients with secondary adenocarcinoma, and treating the distressing symptoms produced by circulating products from tumours is therefore well worth while. Survival for 15 to 20 years is well recognised, and in some series the mean survival has been as long as eight years from presentation, though three to five years is more usual.2 Various approaches to palliating the carcinoid syndrome have been advocated, but there is little agreement on their comparative value.

Conventional radiotherapy to reduce the mass of hepatic tumours is generally agreed to be ineffective at tolerable doses,3 though targeting radioactive isotopes with labelled precursors of tumour products is being explored.4 Surgical resection is rarely possible as deposits of tumours are generally multiple and in both hepatic lobes. Partial hepatectomy may be considered in roughly one in 10 patients who have the disease predominantly in one lobe.5 Alternatively, successful debulking may be achieved by “shelling out” a few large secondaries.6 Two problems are that the patients most capable of withstanding a major operation are likely to have a better prognosis than the average and that the release of tumour products during the operation makes it hazardous.

The best results of conventional cytotoxic chemotherapy are currently achieved with combinations of agents, usually including streptozocin. Shrinkage of the tumour or a reduction in circulating tumour products occurs in about a quarter to two fifths of patients, but the price in toxicity deters even enthusiasts.4 Human leucocyte interferon given thrice weekly is reported to induce objective responses in about half of the patients:7 the disease stabilised or partially remitted for two to three years in the patients who responded. The side effects—predominantly malaise and mild pancytopenia after an initial syndrome like flu had resolved—may be more acceptable than those of conventional chemotherapy.

The dependence of deposits of hepatic tumour on arterial blood flow has initiated three other approaches to debulking tumours. Ligating the hepatic artery at laparotomy tends to be ineffective as the many arterial collaterals rapidly replace the flow from the hepatic artery. Ligating the collaterals as well is a formidable but feasible procedure.8 An interventional radiological technique (using multiple emboli through the hepatic artery to obliterate the intrahepatic arterial tree) is a less hazardous option. Many centres have used this procedure since it was first reported in 1977.9 Sustained relief of symptoms may be expected for two to 18 months after embolisation, and the procedure may be repeated.10 Local symptoms from painful metastases may be relieved. Scrupulous medical care is required before and during the procedure to prevent dangerous circulatory changes after necrosis of the tumour. Embolisation, however, has a mortality of about 3% and has not been shown to prolong survival.11

Rather than reducing the mass of the tumour, the alternative approach is to use drugs to block the synthesis, release, or peripheral actions of the circulating tumour products. Serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine), the classic mediator, now merely heads a list of potentially active substances that are synthesised and released from carcinoid tumours. The list includes tumour kallikrein, tachykinins, substance P and other neuropeptides, prostaglandins, and catecholamines.12 The varying symptoms of different patients is probably explained by them having differing profiles of active substances, but the relative contribution of these substances to each symptom remains contentious. Treatment with drugs is thus largely empirical.

Recent advances may allow treatment to become less empirical—for example, different classes of serotonin receptor have now been delineated.13 Of the drugs that block the 5-hydroxytryptamine type 2 receptor, cyproheptadine often helps the diarrhoea14 and ketanserin sometimes but not always helps the flushing.15 An antagonist of the 5-hydroxytryptamine type 3 receptor also reduces diarrhoea.16 These drugs are generally better tolerated than p-chlorophenylalanine, which inhibits synthesis of serotonin, and they may be used with other agents such as antihistamines and non-specific antidiarhoeal drugs.

A long acting analogue of somatostatin has now emerged as a powerful treatment for the syndrome but is not yet generally available in Britain. Giving the drug thrice daily by subcutaneous injection relieves flushing, diarrhoea, and wheezing in up to four fifths of patients.17 The broad effectiveness of somatostatin reflects its multiple actions: it reduces the release of active substances and blocks their peripheral action. Shrinkage of the tumour has even been reported in a few patients. The disadvantages of somatostatin are that progressively larger doses are needed to control symptoms and eventually side effects such as diarrhoea may limit its use.